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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1  Statement of Purpose

The initial goals of this research are to investigate the fabrication and

molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) growth related problems associated with the

AlAs/GaAs     d    ouble     b    arrier    r   esonant    t   unneling     d    iode (DBRTD) and the     q    uantum      w     ell

i   njection    t   ransi   t    diode (QWITT).  The AlAs/GaAs DBRTD, initially investigated by

Tsu and Esaki [TsE73], has been a device of much interest in recent years due to the

transport physics involved and the possible microwave and switching applications of

the device.  The DBRTD basically consists of a lower bandgap material (GaAs)

confined by a larger bandgap material (AlGaAs or AlAs) on either side to form a

quantum well.  If the larger bandgap material or the barriers are sufficiently thin, then

the electrons can resonantly tunnel through them at specific values of device bias.

Inside the quantum well, there exists discrete quasi-bound states.  The QWITT is

basically an extension of the DBRTD where a depleted spacer layer downstream is

added in series to the DBRTD [KeN87].  In-depth discussions of these devices will

be provided in Chapters 4 and 5.  There has been considerable work in recent years

on improving the high frequency and output power capabilities of DBRTDs and

QWITTs in oscillator applications.  These majority carrier devices are interesting from

the viewpoint that they exhibit negative differential resistance (NDR) in their DC

current-voltage characteristics as a result of quantum interference effects.  To operate

as useful oscillators, it is imperative that the lowest specific resistance contacts be

made with repeatability to these devices.  Furthermore, doping profiles must be

characterized much more accurately since the spacer layers outside of the quantum

well have a strong influence on the characteristics of the DBRTD and QWITT.  Many

MBE related issues concerning asymmetries in the quantum wells also required

investigation.  Symmetrically grown DBRTDs tend to exhibit slight asymmetries that

appear to indicate that the top barrier is somewhat thicker than the bottom barrier.  In

this research, one of the goals is to determine how much asymmetry exists in these

devices and how these asymmetries effect the resultant DC-IV characteristics.

Initially, efforts in this study centered around the development of an optimum ohmic
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contact metallization to n+ GaAs.  Furthermore, many additional MBE runs were

made to obtain accurate doping setpoints, using capacitance-voltage (C-V)

measurements, pertinent to the DBRTDs and QWITTs.  Once these initial problems

were solved and a baseline MBE growth and fabrication process was developed,

efforts to develop new DBRTD and QWITT structures could begin.  Such

optimization efforts include the use of composite AlGaAs/AlAs "chair" barriers,

different spacer layer schemes for the QWITTs, and the use of novel fabrication

processes which include the use of image reversal photoresists.

One of the fabrication processes that has been used is the    e   pitaxial    l   ift     o    ff

(ELO) technique [YaG87].  This process, which is described in detail in Chapters 3

and 6, provides a method to obtain totally substrateless devices whose thin films may

be as thin as 100Å.  This method is useful due to the fact that an Apiezon W black

wax carrier is used to provide mechanical support to these thin films, thus allowing

easy manipulation and transfer of thin epitaxial films from their original growth

substrates to alternative or hybrid substrates.  Although not truly a monolithic

integration process, this method provides a way to place AlGaAs/GaAs thin films on

alternative substrates in a hybrid like fashion and process these films in a monolithic

fashion.  Thus this procedure is a form of "hybrid integration".  One of the goals

utilizing this method is to separate the high current density AlAs/GaAs DBRTDs and

QWITTs from their original growth substrates and bond them to substrates of higher

thermal conductivity.  As well as ensuring a good mechanical and thermal contact to

the hybrid substrates, a good electrical ohmic contact to the backside of the ELO

DBRTD or ELO QWITT is also required.  The materials and processes used to obtain

ohmic contacts to the back of ELO devices are investigated in this work.  Hybrid

integration of ELO DBRTDs or QWITTs to silicon substrates will be presented in this

work.  Specific issues related to the bonding of ELO films to alternative substrates are

investigated.  In addition, the use of adhesive bonds and metal/alloy bonds will also

be presented in Chapter 3.

The ELO method was not only applied to DBRTDs and QWITTs, but to other

microwave and photonic devices of interest to our group.  For the optically controlled

Schottky-contacted coplanar waveguide (CPW) structures studied [IsL93], the ELO

method allows optical contact to the backside of the fully depleted epi-layers of the
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CPW.  Thus, a goal of this research is to grow by MBE the desired epi-layers

required for the CPW structures, perform ELO on these large area devices, and bond

them to transparent substrates such as quartz and glass.  Furthermore, the application

of ELO to various light-emitting devices will be presented as possible integrated

optical sources to other light sensitive ELO devices such as the ELO CPW.  
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Chapter 2

Molecular Beam Epitaxy

2.1 Introduction

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) was developed by A.Y. Cho and J.R. Arthur

in the early 1970's.  MBE is the growth of crystals on a host crystalline substrate by

heating a series of elements to a certain vapor pressure in an ultra high vacuum

(UHV), which forms a series of "molecular" beams, and depositing them onto the

host crystalline substrate.  Computer controlled evaporation shutters are placed in

front of these evaporation sources, thereby determining which elements strike the

host crystalline substrate at certain pre-chosen instances.  The difference between this

technique and a simple evaporation of any element onto any arbitrary substrate is the

fact that film growth by MBE is epitaxial or usually single crystalline.  The flux of

elements or molecules striking the surface of the host crystalline substrate can be

controlled individually by adjusting the temperature of each evaporation source, most

commonly referred to as an effusion cell.  Since the crystal growth occurs in UHV

(typically ≤ 10-9 torr), the purity of the epitaxial films are primarily a function of the

purity of the elemental source.  In addition, the UHV environment allows the use of

in-situ analytical tools such as residual gas analysis (RGA), reflection high energy

electron diffraction (RHEED) and reflection mass spectroscopy (REMS).  The

growth rates of the epitaxial films can be controlled very accurately to sub-

monolayer/second resolution, thus allowing precise layer thickness manipulation.  In

III-V compound semiconductor MBE growth, some of the elemental sources are

doping sources and therefore allows the precise control of doping profile from layer

to layer.  Furthermore, MBE systems have also been used to metallize substrates and

deposit dielectrics in a non-epitaxial manner, which extends its capabilities although

somewhat contradicting the true definition of its name.

The research performed here relies heavily upon the use of MBE to grow

many of the III-V compound semiconductor device structures studied.  In Figure 2.1,

a typical diagram of an MBE growth chamber for III-V compound semiconductors

configuration is shown.  As a result, a basic description of the MBE system used in
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Figure 2.1 Illustration showing a typical growth chamber.  After M.B. Panish
[Ohr92].
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this research will be presented as well as some of the MBE related issues specific to

this research.

2.2  Description of the Varian Gen II MBE System

The MBE system used at the Microelectronics Research Center (MRC) is a

Varian Gen II that utilizes as its elemental column III metal sources: one Al source,

two Ga sources, and one In source.  There are two column V elemental As sources,

one n-type Si dopant source and one p-type Be dopant source.  These elemental

sources are placed in effusion cells.  These effusion cells basically consist of a

pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) crucible which holds the source material, heater,

shrouding, thermocouple feedthroughs, and power feedthroughs.  For As2, an

arsenic cracking cell can be used.  A cutaway view of the Varian Gen II system that

is used in the MRC is shown in Figure 2.2 with some minor variations.  The Gen II

consists of three chambers designated as the load lock (LL), the prep chamber, and

the growth chamber (GC).  The load lock is used to load samples from outside

vacuum.  The entry point to the load lock is accessed through a pneumatically

controlled gate valve.  The load lock is vented with N2 through the manifold which

runs underneath the load lock.  Inside the LL are six sample holders attached to a

rotatable carousel.  One of these sample holders is a heated station that allows the user

to heat the sample to drive off any moisture once the LL is at vacuum.  After all

samples have been loaded, the LL is initially pumped down through the manifold

with a LN2 cooled sorption pump to ≤ 60mTorr.  Once at this pressure the manifold

is switched over to a Balzers turbo pump under which the LL is usually pumped on

overnight.  In addition, the LL chamber is also heated overnight with heater tape to

aid in driving off any moisture on the chamber walls.  Once under adequate vacuum

(≤ 5x10-5 torr), the carousel allows rotating the samples around so that a specific

sample may be moved with the magnetic transfer rod and the samples can be

outgassed on the heated station.  After pumping on the LL overnight, it can usually

achieve pressures in the low-10-7 torr range.  At this point, the samples are ready to

be transferred to the prep chamber, which typically is at a baseline pressure of the

low-10-9 torr.  The procedure just described helps maintain vacuum integrity when

transferring samples from the LL to the prep chamber.
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Upon transferring the samples from the LL to the prep chamber, pumping of

the LL is first switched from the Balzers turbo pump to an ion beam assisted pump

which typically brings the LL pressure down to the low-10-8 torr.  Upon opening the

gate valve between the LL and the prep chamber, the LL ionization gauge may

monitor a pressure in the high-10-9 torr range.  The original purpose of the prep

chamber was not only an intermediary docking position between the GC and the prep

chamber, but also as an analytical chamber where Auger analysis and other analytical

tools could be used.  In our Varian, it is currently used as a location to perform a final

outgass of the sample and its sample block in order to drive off any residual moisture.

The prep chamber is pumped on by an ion beam assisted pump.  The prep chamber

also has a titanium sublimation pump which is useful for gettering specific

impurities/gases.

The baseline pressure of the GC when it is in the standby mode is typically in

the mid-10-10 torr range.  In the growth mode, where all the cells are up to their

required setpoints, the pressure may rise as high as the high-10-9 to the low-10-8 torr

range.  The GC is the UHV environment under which all epitaxial layers are grown.

The primary pumps for the growth chamber are two liquid He cryopumps which

typically operate around 15K.  These pumps are separated from the growth chamber

by pneumatically controlled gate valves that are closed when the cryopumps undergo

regeneration due to problems with excessive water buildup, As, etc..  In addition,

secondary pumping occurs near the sample through the use of a LN2 cryopanel.

Furthermore, in order to prevent thermal crosstalk between the various effusion cells,

a cryoshroud which separates each of the effusion cells with an isopropyl alcohol

(IPA)-water mixture that is cooled to approximately -12°C is used.

The growth chamber contains a UTI 100C mass analyzer that allows one to

perform a residual gas analysis (RGA) everyday to make sure that the system is clean

and that no contamination of the UHV environment has occurred.  The growth

chamber also contains an electron gun that is at an angle of approximately 5° to the

growth substrate.  The beam is directed at a phosphor screen.  This in-situ analytical

tool is referred to as    r   eflection     h    igh    e   nergy    e   lectron     d    iffraction (RHEED) and is an

extremely powerful tool for determining growth rates, examining surface growth
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kinetics and oxide desorption.  A representative drawing of the GC is shown in

Figure 2.1.

The sample is finally transferred from the prep chamber to the GC using the

magnetic transfer rod.  The sample block is placed onto a mechanism that can heat the

sample, rotate the sample continuously in the azimuthal direction, and turn the sample

such that it points upward, toward the effusion cells, downward, or toward the prep

chamber.  This mechanism is referred to as the    c   ontinuous    a   zimuthal    r   otation (CAR).

The CAR can be heated up to 800°C without any special precautions.  The CAR can

also rotate the sample at very high speeds, where uniformity is desired, but typical

speeds usually range from 5 rpm to 10 rpm and not any higher due to possible

problems with carbon generation [FaC87] .  The issues concerning growth of

epitaxial layers and substrate preparation will be discussed in the following chapters.

2.3  Substrate Preparation Before Epitaxial Growth

The substrates used in this research were primarily n+ GaAs substrates and/or

semi-insulating GaAs substrates.  The specifications on these substrates were 2 inch

substrates with a front etch pit density of less than 500 cm-2.  The n+ GaAs

substrates were doped with silicon from 2x1018cm-3 to 4x1018cm-3.  Since these

were epi-ready wafers, they were usually cleaved to their desired size, rinsed with

DI-H2O to remove any GaAs dust and possibly remove some arsenic and gallium

oxides [HiS91] , blown dry with N2 gas, and then mounted on molybdenum (Mo)

blocks with indium.  The indium holds the substrate to the Mo block due to surface

tension, provides good thermal transfer between the Mo block and the substrate, and

subsequently provides a very good ohmic contact to the back of the n+ GaAs

substrates.  After the substrate is mounted to the Mo block, any excess In is scraped

off the block.   Once the samples are loaded in the MBE system, they are typically

outgassed at 450°C for 15 minutes in the LL and one hour in the prep chamber before

being transferred to the GC.

2.4  Growth Kinetics

The III-V compound semiconductor films and heterostructure devices grown

by MBE in this research are primarily in the AlxGa1-xAs system (0 ≤ x ≤ 1), as will
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be discussed in later chapters.  Much has been written on the mechanism of MBE

growth of GaAs and the specific variables which impact the ability to grow device

quality material [Par85] .  Specific variables, which must be taken into account in the

growth of GaAs and/or AlGaAs, are the substrate temperature during growth, the

growth rates, and V/III (As/Ga) incorporation ratio.  Since the mechanisms of MBE

growth of GaAs have been widely studied [FoJ75] [FoJ77] [Joy90] [MoD82] , a

brief discussion of those mechanisms will be presented here.

The temperature of the substrate during the growth of GaAs was determined

empirically, driven by the results of optical photoluminescent measurements,

electrical Hall measurements, and device related results.  Ideally, one would like to

grow single crystalline GaAs at as low a temperature as possible and in fact it has

been shown that GaAs could be grown single crystalline on a GaAs substrate at a

temperature as low as 94°C [NeJ78A]  [NeJ78B] .  The problem with these low

temperature GaAs layers are that they become highly resistive due to defects and As

precipitates.  At these low temperatures, the kinetics are such that the Ga atoms strike

and stick to the substrate and a sufficient amount of As molecules react at the surface

forming stoichiometric GaAs.  Since device related requirements forced the substrate

temperatures to be raised, congruent sublimation of As and re-evaporation of Ga from

the growth substrate became an issue [Gra85] .  The standard model for growth of

GaAs by MBE is based on the work of Foxon and Joyce [FoJ75] [FoJ77] .  This

model examines the growth of GaAs as a function of the As molecule produced

through the sublimation of the elemental As source.  This As molecule can either be

dimeric, As2, or tetrameric, As4.  The growth of GaAs from As2 occurs through the

process of "dissociative chemisorption" with a sticking coefficient of ≤ 1 as shown in

Figure 2-3 [Gra85].  Chemisorption, in this context, implies that the molecule loses

its structure through ionic or covalent bonding with the substrate atoms.  The growth

of GaAs from As4 is a more complex process involving the reaction of pairs of As4

molecules on adjacent Ga sites with a sticking coefficient of ≤ 0.5 as shown in Figure

2.4.  
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Figure 2.3:  Illustration showing the growth of GaAs from Ga and As2.  Taken from
a reproduction of the work of C.T. Foxon in     The         Technology        and         Physics         of
Molecular        Beam        Epitaxy    , E.H.C. Parker, editor

Figure 2.4:  Illustration showing the growth of GaAs from Ga and As4.  Taken from
a reproduction of the work of C.T. Foxon in     The         Technology        and         Physics         of
Molecular        Beam        Epitaxy    , E.H.C. Parker, editor
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Therefore, from a practical point of view, in growing a certain layer thickness of

GaAs, one can save up to twice as much elemental As using the cracked dimer over

the tetramer.  In actual practice, the As cracker that is used to grow the epi-layers used

in this research is typically set such that not all of the As is cracked.

The typical temperatures for MBE growth of GaAs are usually around 580°C
to 650°C.  For growth of the ternary AlGaAs the typical growth temperatures are

usually higher, 600°C to 720°C, due to considerations of surface morphology.  It is

well known from RHEED studies, to be discussed in the next section, that Ga atoms

are able to migrate along the surface of the semiconductor during growth whereas Al

atoms tend to react much faster and incorporate themselves into the lattice structure of

the crystal at the same temperatures.  Therefore the surface morphologies of AlGaAs

tend to be rougher and generally require growth at higher substrate temperatures to

improve the surface morphology.  Furthermore, the growth rates and V/III

incorporation ratio, as determined by RHEED, are extremely important in the growth

of extremely thin layer structures as well as the growth of different Al mole fraction

AlGaAs layers and an optimized growth surface, respectively.  These issues related to

RHEED will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.5  Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED)

RHEED is an extremely important in-situ analytical tool used in the area of

growth and surface studies which allow determination of surface morphology,

accurate determination of growth rates and alloy compositions, determination of the

V/III incorporation ratio, and examination of surface dynamics.  RHEED utilizes an

electron beam which is placed at a shallow angle (≈ 1° - 5°) with respect to the growth

substrate and an energy from 1 keV-10 keV.  The electron beam emitted from the

electron gun is diffracted off the growth substrate and subsequently creates a

diffraction pattern on a phosphor screen.  This diffraction pattern, in the form of a

certain pattern and intensity, is used as a real time monitor of the surface dynamics

and structure on the growth substrate.

The growth substrate surface, in our case GaAs, is typically "As stabilized".

Here As stabilized implies that the GaAs growth surface has an excess of As
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molecules which can be ensured by controlling the flux of the As source.  Similarly,

Ga stabilized implies that the GaAs growth surface has an excess of Ga atoms.

During actual growth, an As stabilized or As rich condition is maintained.  Growth in

Ga rich conditions usually result in non-stoichiometric growth [Gra85] possibly due

to formation of Ga droplets.  Different surface reconstructions are observed under As

stabilized or Ga stabilized conditions.  Here surface reconstruction is defined as the

different periodicity or arrangement of the atoms at the surface as compared to those

of the bulk due to the incomplete bonds seen at the surface [Woo64] .  The surface

structure for a GaAs (001) surface can be designated as (001)-(m x n) which implies

that the unit mesh size at the surface is m times larger in one direction and n times

larger in the other crystal direction.  The surface reconstruction for an As stabilized

surface is 2 x 4 and the surface reconstruction for a Ga stabilized surface is 4 x 2, as

shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, respectively.

Figure 2.5:  2 x 4 diffraction pattern, (0 °), for GaAs in As-stabilized growth mode.

Figure 2.6:  4 x 2 diffraction pattern, (0 °), for GaAs in Ga-stabilized growth mode.

Therefore, the surface reconstruction can give the structure of the surface whereas the

intensity oscillations are related to the surface roughness during actual growth.
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RHEED intensity oscillations basically represent the nucleation and island growth that

occurs on the surface, as shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7:  Illustration depicting nucleation and island growth that occurs on the
surface, diffraction of the electron beam, and the corresponding RHEED intensity
oscillations taken from the specular spot.  Taken from     The         Materials        Science        of        Thin
Films   , M. Ohring [Ohr92].
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Note that one period of the intensity oscillation is taken to be exactly one monolayer

or atomic/molecular layer.  Therefore from the RHEED intensity oscillations, one can

determine the growth rates.  For GaAs, one monolayer is 2.83Å. Here, the

discussion will be limited to the specific equipment and methods used to determine

growth rates, alloy compositions, and the As/Ga incorporation ratio in this research.

The RHEED setup used in the MRC MBE lab consists of an electron beam

gun with energies up to 10 keV, a phosphor screen attached to the inner edge of a 6

inch viewport and a CCD camera which is fed to a 386 based personal computer with

an imaging card and software that allows digital storage of the diffraction pattern

structure and intensity [MBE91] .  From the RHEED intensity oscillations, the

growth rates can be determined very accurately.  In addition, alloy compositions of

AlxGa1-xAs can be easily determined.  Typically, the growth rate of GaAs is

determined and subsequently, the AlxGa1-xAs growth rate is measured.  By taking

the difference in growth rate of the GaAs and the AlxGa1-xAs, the Al and Ga mole

fractions of the AlxGa1-xAs can be precisely determined.

x = Rate(AlxGa1− x As) − Rate(GaAs)
Rate(AlxGa1− x As)

(2.1)

Growth rates of AlAs can also be taken, but it should be noted that the RHEED

intensity oscillations of AlAs have a tendency to damp out much quicker than GaAs

due to the fact that Al is much more reactive, tending to stick to the growth substrate

and not migrate as readily as Ga along the surface.  For growth of some of the

structures in this research, such as double barrier resonant tunneling diodes, AlAs

growth rates are typically taken since the barrier thicknesses on these devices are

around 17Å.  Oxide desorption can also be observed by RHEED.  As the oxide is

desorbed from the surface of the substrate, the RHEED pattern is seen to change from

a hazy and somewhat spotty 2 x 4 pattern to a much brighter and still spotty 2 x 4

pattern.  As growth is initiated and the surface becomes smoother, the RHEED

pattern is observed to change from a spotty appearance to a streaky appearance in the

same 2 x 4 pattern.  The importance of the As/Ga incorporation ratio lies in the fact

that the As overpressure plays an important role in the resultant surface morphology
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of the sample as well as the electronic quality of the material.  If the sample is allowed

to become Ga rich during growth, the sample may lose its stoichiometry  and if the

sample is allowed to become too As rich, the onset of deep levels in the material may

occur [Gra85].  The As overpressure used in the growth chamber is typically not

based on the flux rates as sometimes used by other groups since the measurement is

based on the beam equivalent pressures (BEP) ratios as measured by an ionization

gauge.  This type of measurement can be strongly affected by initial conditions before

taking the measurement such as base pressure in the growth chamber and transients in

the measurement setup with fairly long decay times as well as system dependent

conditions.  The method used in our lab to monitor the As overpressure is referred to

as the As/Ga incorporation ratio, or more generally V/III incorporation ratio.  This

method begins with a GaAs wafer in an As stabilized 2 x 4  growth mode .

Subsequently, the As shutter is closed for a specified amount of time, T4x2, selected

by the user of the MBE system.  During this time frame the As stabilized surface

converts to a Ga stabilized surface and exhibits a 4 x 2 RHEED pattern.  After the

specified amount of time has passed, the As shutter is opened again and the time,

T2x4, that it takes the Ga stabilized surface to recover to a 2 x 4  As stabilized surface

is measured.  The As/Ga incorporation ratio is then defined as:

Ratio = T4 x2 + T2 x 4

T2 x 4

(2.2)

2.6  GaAs on Si MBE Growth

The idea and practice of GaAs on Si MBE growth has been around for quite

awhile and while it has not been performed in this research it is important to discuss

the motivations, problems, and alternatives for this kind of research to justify some of

the research that is performed in this work.  The motivations for GaAs on Si growth

are that it allows the integration of GaAs devices (photonic and electronic) with the

advanced technology and high integration densities of Si devices which is very

important in making     o    ptoel   e   ctronic    i   ntegrated    c   ircuits (OEIC) a viable technology in

the future.  Furthermore, by growing GaAs on Si, one is placing the active device

epi-layer on a Si substrate with significantly higher thermal conductivity
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(approximately 3 times higher) than GaAs.  Therefore, heat sinking of structures such

as various heterojunction lasers, IMPATT and other microwave diodes which

generate significant heat can be improved if the active epi-layer and therefore the

junction of the device is placed close to a Si substrate.  Furthermore Si substrates are

much more rugged than GaAs substrates and cost much less.

The problems associated with GaAs on Si growth are both growth and

machine related.  Initialization of GaAs on Si growth is impeded since the growth of a

polar semiconductor on a nonpolar semiconductor results in antiphase disorder

formation [ChF87] .  In addition, there is a 4% lattice mismatch between Si and GaAs

which results in a very large density of misfit dislocations.  Furthermore, there is a

difference in thermal expansion coefficient between GaAs and Si that can result in

significant strain, cracking for thick GaAs layers, and even wafer bowing [GoM91] .

The machine limitations lie in the fact that the Si substrates cannot be mounted to the

molybdenum blocks with In since the Si will not wet to the In and therefore the Si

substrate must be clipped to the molybdenum block.  With this mounting method, the

quality of the thermal contact to the molybdenum block comes into question.  Also,

desorbing oxide from the Si requires substrate temperatures of about 800 °C and

some MBE systems are not equipped to handle such high substrate temperatures and

still maintain substrate rotation.  Furthermore, since the first micron or so of GaAs on

Si is full of misfits dislocations, very thick buffer layers are usually grown before

device quality GaAs can be grown.  

One alternative to GaAs on Si growth is the     E    pitaxial     L    ift     O    ff (ELO)

technique.  This method not only provides the ability to combine GaAs and Si

devices, but also allows integration of GaAs devices with other alternative substrates

of better optical, electronic and thermal properties.  The ELO technique is introduced

in the next chapter. 


